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 North and South: two early
 texts about cinema-going
 by Louis Couperus
 Translated and introduced by Ivo Blom

 The author and the films
 In the autumn of 1916, when the British propa

 ganda film 77?e Battle of the Somme appeared on
 European screens, the Dutch novelist, poet and
 Italophile, Louis Couperus (1863-1923), dedi

 cated one of his regular 'Bioscoop' newspaper arti
 cles to a comparison between cinema going in the
 north and in the south of Europe. In his comparison,
 Couperus expressed strong (possibly exaggerated)
 opinions on cultural differences between the Nether
 lands and Italy, between north and south.

 Louis Couperus is considered one of the most
 outstanding Dutch authors of the fin-de-si?cle, nota
 ble for his naturalist debut Bine Vere (1888) and his
 Dorian Gray-like Footsteps of Fate (1891), much be
 loved by Wilde himself. Over the years he developed

 more and more towards 'decadentism' (The Moun
 tain of Light, 1906), exoticism, and the psychological
 novel. While his historical novels were popular in
 Germany, his psychological novels were popular in
 the Anglo-Saxon world. Couperus, the definitive
 Dutch dandy and gay (though married), lived mostly
 in France and Italy from the early 1890s until early
 1915.1 He also travelled to Britain, Germany, Spain,
 the Dutch East Indies and Japan. Though born in a
 well-established family, Couperus was not rich, as he
 had many relatives to support. He had to make ends
 meet by writing novels as well as hundreds of short
 articles, mainly for The Hague-based Dutch newspa
 pers Vaderland and Haagsche Post. Forced to stay
 in Holland because of the war, he missed his dearly
 beloved Italy, which is noticeable in the following
 article. At that time Couperus lived in The Hague, a
 city where he spent many years and which he con
 sidered 'his' town.

 The Battle of the Somme, to which Couperus

 refers, had a press screening in Amsterdam on 25
 September 1916. It was shown in The Hague at the
 Familie Bioscoop on 3 October at a special screen
 ing for high-ranking military officers and politicians,

 such as the Ministers of War and Marine and foreign
 attach?s. From 6 October it was shown publicly at
 the Amsterdam Cinema Palace, whose owners also
 held the rights for the film.2 The film ran three weeks
 there. It returned to The Hague in November, where
 it was projected for two weeks at the cinema Apollo
 from 10 November 1916 on, but only at matinees.
 More important was the projection at the Familie
 Bioscoop, which was a small local cinema where the
 Queen and the elite would see films. There it ran for

 two weeks beginning 17 November.3 Couperus
 might have seen the film there (provided he over
 came his dislike of Dutch cinemas). The Battle of the
 Somme represented the peak in demand for images
 of the war. After that people got bored and tired of
 them, and the press kept complaining until the end
 of the war. Feature films which were set in land

 scapes undamaged by war were cherished much
 more.

 If Couperus viewed all of his films at the Familie
 Bioscoop at Prinsestraat, which was not too far from
 his home, he had several occasions from the out
 break of the war to see (mostly pre-war) shorts with
 Path? actor Max Under (whom Couperus mentions
 in his 1916 article): Max n'aime pas les Chats (1913)

 Ivo Blom is a lecturer in film studies in the Faculty of
 Arts, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam. He has published
 many articles on early cinema, as well as a book, Jean
 Desmet and the Early Dutch Film Trade (Amsterdam
 University Press, 2003). He is currently working on a
 study of Luchino Visconti and visual culture.
 Email: il.blom@let.vu.nl
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 Fig. 1. Louis

 Couperus, ever
 the literary dandy.
 From the journal

 Panorama, 30
 September 1915.

 [Courtesy the
 Louis Couperus

 Society.]

 and Max Tor?ador (1913) in the autumn of 1914 - and
 the latter again in 1915 - as well as Max au Pensionat
 (1913), also in 1915. The light hearted and dandyish
 comedian Max Under must certainly have appealed
 to Couperus with his similar style and attitudes. Of
 course Max Linder's films were also shown in the

 Netherlands and in Italy before the war, so Couperus
 might well have seen these films in Italy when they
 came out originally. Couperus also mentions Lin
 der's rival at Path?, the horse-faced comedian Ri
 gadin (Charles Prince). Rigadin had already been
 seen all over Europe in the pre-war years, so Coupe
 rus might have known him as a character before the
 outbreak of war. The Familie Bioscoop in The Hague,
 however, showed almost exclusively recent short
 comedies with Rigadin, such as, in 1915, Le divorce
 de Rigadin, Rigadin a la Goutte, Rigadin Prix de
 Beaut?, Rigadin et la Jolie Manicure and Rigadin
 Bandit, which all date from that same year. Only one
 pre-war comedy, Rigadin et Miss Margaret (1910), is
 known to have been projected that year at this cin
 ema. For the year 1916, the year of Couperus' text,
 no Max or Rigadin films are mentioned at the Familie
 Bioscoop. Couperus, being the flaneur par excel
 lence, however, might well have seen these films
 elsewhere in The Hague, or simply have remem
 bered them from earlier years, even before the war.
 The cinema programming database Cinema Context
 lists no Max Under films shown anywhere in The

 Hague in 1916, apart from one shown after Couperus
 published his text. Rigadin shorts, however, were
 shown elsewhere in The Hague in 1916, including
 Rigadin et les Deux Dactylos (1916) at the Apollo,
 from 13 October, and Les Cousines de Rigadin
 (1915) at the Japansche Bioscoop, from 17 Octo
 ber.4

 Couperus mentions having seen war films
 about events in Tripoli when he was in Italy. This
 refers to the war between Italy and the Ottoman
 Empire from 29 September 1911 to 18 October 1912,
 centred in North Africa, in which Italy seized territory
 in what is now Libya, as well as the island of Rhodes
 and the Dodecanese archipelago. From October
 1911 on, the Cines company of Rome released war
 images weekly under the title Corrispondenza Cine

 matogr?fica dal Teatro d?lia Guerra Italo-Turca. Aldo
 Bernardini, in his work on early Italian non-fiction, /
 film 'dal vero' 1895-1914, considers these weeklies
 as the first real newsreels produced in Italy. The reels
 showed the embarkation of Italian troops at Tripoli, a
 bombed fortress, dead Turks, aviators in the war, the

 ^l^iBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBl

 cavalry, and shooting from warships, among other
 scenes. The cameramen were not allowed to shoot

 on the battlefields, but the images of war-stricken
 Tripoli were vivid enough, according to the interna
 tional press reviews which Bernardini cites. The Ital
 ian film journal La Vita Cinematogr?fica noted a
 strong emotional response by audiences.5 Couperus
 himself viewed the images with somewhat detached
 irony. In one of his chronicles of November 1911,

 while still living in Italy, he noted:

 The outbreak of the war is viewed in a light
 hearted way by almost everyone. Troops on
 the way to Tripoli marched by, smiling. At the
 cinema one could see how they embarked.
 Tripoli itself appeared on the screen with its
 camels, palm trees and minarets as if this was
 all nothing more than a game. The Turks were
 supposed to drop by the thousands; on the
 Italian side, though, only triumphs were cele
 brated.6

 In December 1911, Couperus visited a Floren
 tine cinema together with the man who was probably
 the model for Wilde's Dorian Gray - poet, critic and
 playwright John Gray - and again he saw images of
 the war in Tripoli.7 In 'Bioscoop', Couperus refers to
 the famous Italian epic Quo Vadis? (Cines, 1913),

 which was shown in The Hague twice in 1916: first in
 January at the Haagsche Bioscoop and in April at the
 Familie Bioscoop.8 The film, however, had had its
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 Dutch premiere long before, on 4 April 1913, at the
 Amsterdam Bioscope Theater of F.A. N?ggerath,
 who was also the distributor of the film. Just as in the

 rest of the Western world, the film was wildly popular
 in the Netherlands, both with the press and with
 audiences.9 Couperus seems to imply that he saw
 Quo Vadis? in Italy before the war.10 The Italian first
 night was on 8 March 1913, at the Teatro Costanzi in
 Rome, normally an opera and concert house.11 Cou
 perus might well have seen it here, as he often stayed
 in Rome and visited the Costanzi for opera nights.12

 He noted exceptional seat prices, and this is con
 firmed in the literature, but might well be explained
 by the choice of venues for the main release of this
 film. For instance, at the Milanese Teatro Dal Verme,

 people paid 25 Centesimi for stalls and up to a full
 Lire for the balconies - but as with the Costanzi, this

 was a legitimate theatre building.13 Incidentally, the
 Dutch word for cinema as a building is bioscoop,
 probably derived from either Charles Urban's Royal
 Bioscope or the Skladanowski's Das Bioskop. I
 choose not to translate the word in Couperus' texts,
 in order to remain faithful to his point of view.

 Couperus' 1916 text, 'Bioscoop', is preceded
 here by an earlier article, 'II Cinemat?grafo', which
 appeared in the daily Het Vaderland on 22 April 1916
 under the heading, 'Pages from my diary XVII'.14 It
 gives a nice insight into a local cinema in Rome in
 1911 and counterpoints Couperus' praise of Italian
 cinemas when staying in the North. Bear in mind that
 Couperus had just seen Verdi's Macbeth at the op
 era, at the same Teatro Costanzi where Quo Vadis?
 would be shown two years later (and which is still the
 main opera building of Rome). Couperus waxed
 lyrical over the presence of royalty and aristocracy at
 the opera (Vittorio Emanuele II, Queen Elena, and the
 Duke of the Abruzzi), and refers to them in 'II Cine
 mat?grafo'. He also raved over the singers, but es
 caped the opera as soon as he became bored and
 noticed that the royal guests had already left.

 The style of programme and the genres repre
 sented at the cinema are typical for 1911. They recall

 the travelogues and the courses poursuites by
 French and Italian companies, such as the farces
 with Cretinetti and Robinet. The dal vero about Nor

 way which he mentions might well have been C?s
 cate Norvegesi (Itala, 1910), released January 1911,
 or maybe the older Cines series Escursione in
 Norvegia (Cines, 1909), released in different epi
 sodes from November 1909 onwards. Several trave

 logues on Switzerland were made in Italy in
 1910-1911, such as Da Lucerna al Pilatus (Milano
 Films, 1911 ), released in January 1911, ?llago di Thun
 (Ambrosio, 1911), released February 1911, or the
 slightly older titles La Svizzera Italiana (Croce & Co.,
 1910), Oberland (Pasquali, 1910) and Escursione
 Sulla Catena del Monte Bianco (Ambrosio, 1910).15
 Couperus might even have been referring to foreign
 non-fiction films shown in Rome. The little sweep
 drama Couperus mentions might well have been Lo
 Spazzacamino (Cines, 1911), which was released in
 Italy in January 1911. The film is about a little sweep

 who helps rescue a banker's daughter who has been
 kidnapped by two crooks. His reward is his adoption

 | into the banker's family.16

 Flg. 2. A frame
 enlargement from
 a film about film,

 Una tragedia al
 Cinemat?grafo
 (Cines, 1913).
 Note the Quo

 Vadis? posters in
 both stills.

 Interestingly, the

 patrons
 represented in
 this film are more

 prosperous than
 most of the
 actual Italian film

 public (the
 'common man')

 which Couperus
 describes.

 [This image and
 the following are
 from Ivo Blom's

 collection.]

 'II Cinemat?grafo' (April 1911)
 By Louis Couperus
 The following night, while my wife is exchanging small
 talk with German Generals' wives and Majors' wid
 ows - in the drawing room of the pension house - I
 am walking around at a loose end, 'with my soul

 under my arm', and with that same soul I walk into a
 cinemat?grafo, for the sum of 20 Centesimi. I just
 happen to like contrasts. I just happen to like to sit
 one night, chic, with my wife, on a rather expensive
 poltrone in a gala performance, and the next night
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 visit those public amusements where the common
 man for a few Soldi gives himself the illusion of
 something very beautiful sad, gay, and in particular
 sentimental. I once read that Edison invented the

 cinema to give the common man his theater. I entirely
 agree with that, but... But what I want to say, I won't

 say right away. First I will describe what the waiting
 room looks like... because, if you have paid 30 Cen
 tesimi, you don't wait: there are always places; how
 ever, if you want something cheaper, for two Soldi
 less, you need to wait... in the waiting room. You'll
 understand, dear reader, that I am that frugal that I
 will wait, right ... [e]specially because the waiting
 amuses me, or rather interests me ... This waiting
 room is very dirty. People often spit on the ground

 with great gobs, and nobody minds. The ground is
 covered not only with saliva but also with tangerine
 peel, used matches, cigarette butts and torn en
 trance tickets. On a platform is a palm-court orches
 tra of some pale girls dressed in white. All around are
 test-your-strength machines, shooting galleries,
 candy automats ... Chairs are against the wall; every
 chair is taken; the place is full to the brim. Look at all
 those tired faces that sharply light up like ghosts in
 the cruel and stark electric light. These are not the
 Roman marchionesses, princesses, loaded with
 their family jewels; these are not gentlemen in tails
 and elegant lieutenants shining in gold; this is not the
 noble spawn of the Duke of the Abruzzi. This is the
 tired waiting of the 'common man' - with wife and
 kids, often with babies - after the common man has
 finished working. He is out, he is going to amuse
 himself; he wants above all to see something. When
 he is out with his family, it easily costs him almost a
 Lira. But he gets a lot in return. He starts with resting
 on a chair, in front of an enormous 'mirror', which,

 ghostlike, reflects to him his pale, tired face. He also
 perceives electric light on walls with art nouveau

 patterns and he hears the din of the palm-court
 orchestra. When he is finally allowed to enter, then
 he, his worn out wife and worldly-wise children, first
 see a dal vero: a parade or an instructive industry film
 or a trip through Norway or Switzerland. Secondly, a
 sentimental drama, which moves their petty bour
 geois souls to tears in such a marvellous way: stolen
 children, noble little chimney sweeps, virtue espe
 cially rewarded ... And now and then something of
 opera or true comedy, but without the words and with
 no more music than the plonky piano accompani
 ment. And as life is so merry and gay, the delicious
 show ends with a farce: which often consists of

 drunken men and people tumbling over each other
 and running after one other through fields and roads:
 oh such lovely merry farces, drawn from lovely merry
 life! The little citizen, for his four soldi, is educated,

 has a tear squeezed from the eye, and has his
 'laughing muscle' tickled. Alright, I allow him that. I

 allow him this cheap theater of Edison. But ... And
 now I will say it... Why, after he is educated, cannot
 the tear be squeezed from his eye with beauty; the
 laughing muscle tickled ... with grace? Does it have
 to happen - is it impossible not to let it happen - but
 with coarse, false, weepy sentimentality ... and with
 an even more coarse, more false, drunkard's bur
 lesque?

 The show is over. I have stayed until the end.
 And not like yesterday, in the chic Opera, left before
 the end. It is because I wanted to see that distressing
 exodus of common men, with their pale, spent faces,
 arm in arm with their worn out wives, behind them
 their worldly-wise children. And they seemed even

 more tired than when I saw them waiting in the waiting
 room. They didn't seem to be cheered up by the
 vulgar drunkard's farce. Reader, forgive me that I led
 you to a gala night of the Cinemat?grafo ... I like
 contrasts, you know.

 'Bioscoop' (December 1916)
 By Louis Couperus
 The contrast between North and South manifests

 itself in many different ways. At the Bioscoop, too.
 First of all, in the South the Bioscoop is called Cine
 mat?grafo in Italy or Cine[ma] in Spain. Well, this
 difference is negligible. But in both southern coun
 tries the difference is great as compared with cinema
 in Germany and the Netherlands. As soon as we go

 North, the cinema becomes something of a theater,

 becomes pretentiously heavy. You are received by
 employees in braided frocks, your coat and stick are
 taken from you, you are allocated a certain, fixed
 seat, you are not allowed to stand up, you notice
 everybody around you in the shimmering darkness
 in their seats for hours, there is an intermission ...

 Nothing of all this in Italy or Spain. Not only is the
 cinemat?grafo or the cine much cheaper than the
 bioscoop, but the whole interior is more light
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 hearted, comfortable, accommodating. The illumi
 nated foyer which you can see from the street is
 inviting, with a salon orchestra (albeit not very attrac
 tive to me personally), and a reading table. To enter

 when it rains, when I don't want to go to a bar, when

 I have paraded around enough, when I am tired,
 bored.... I pay 30 centimes and whenever I want to
 look rich, 50 centimes. I cannot go above that, unless
 for a world famous film such as Quo Vadis? Even for

 50 centimes - both in Italy and Spain - my seat is too
 chic, so terribly chic, that I prefer to pay 30 centimes
 ... Around me are casual, very decent people, so

 decent that if I want to see the less decent, I need to

 descend into places where I pay only 20 or 15 or 10
 centimes. I see the same films, but... one week later.

 But everywhere the experience is light and capri
 cious, an ephemeral joy; while in the North cinema
 has shut itself inside an impenetrable shell.17 Really,
 when I walk into a cinema I want to do it in a light
 hearted and casual way. I'll stand up for a quarter of
 an hour if necessary, just to see Max Linder or a
 scene of the war, and then leave again. Dear heav
 ens, you really notice when you are in the North, as
 soon as you are away from Italy: in Munich or...The
 Hague. There is no question of standing up; every
 thing is so solemn and heavy, that your first casual
 impulse to see a film is immediately crushed. In Italy
 I saw the whole war in Tripoli screened before me,
 surrounded by a decent officer-with-family audience,
 without reserving seats and always for 30 centimes
 each day. Here, I am hesitant to go and see The
 Battle of the Somme because I don't want to reserve

 a seat, I want to keep my coat on, even keep my wet
 umbrella with me; I'd rather stand than sit; in particu
 lar I don't want to turn my cinema joy into a solemn
 visit; rather I desire an unpretentious, casual 'walking
 in', a passing pleasure, which should not last more
 than twenty minutes at the most.

 Oh North and South, not even in the bioscoop
 and cinematograph do you have anything in com
 mon.

 But now the analysis. Why is it so different in
 the North and the South? Because of the heavy soul
 of the Northerners? Of course, but also because
 'street life' does not exist in the North and because

 in the South 'walking into a cinema' is a part of
 everyday life. Just as in the North it is not allowed in
 a lunchroom bar to toss off a little glass of vermouth
 standing up, or to consume a pastry or a biscuit while
 standing up, so it is not normal to consider the
 cinema as a short halt in your fl?nerie, as a shelter

 77 ? i,^^^^H^W|^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^B|BBP^Wv'

 from the rain, as a short, oh, so short, distraction from

 the melancholy which can so affect the flaneur when
 he is lonely, wandering among the busy crowd. And
 so he longs for Max Under or Charles Prince [Ri
 gadin]; yes, even some lively pictures of actuality,
 whose photographic ugliness, teasing and screech
 ing, scratch the silently suffering soul of the purpose
 less street wanderer when the winter twilight hour
 nears, when the shopping lights and street lanterns
 are starting to flame and the pain of wistfulness hurts
 him, without really knowing why ....

 It is then that you lose yourself - not in a bar
 where the electric light shines mercilessly - and
 where you need to drink something ; it is then that you
 lose yourself, in the South, in the cinematograph,

 where you can watch pictures as if still on your
 mother's lap.18

 Fig. 3. Another
 frame

 enlargement from
 Una tragedia al
 Cinemat?grafo.
 The woman
 outside the
 cinema is Pina
 Menichelli, some
 years before she
 had her

 breakthrough as a
 diva.

 Notes

 1. In the Summer of 1914 Couperus was in Munich for
 a second visit, and in September he moved to
 Florence. But in February 1915 he fled Italy because
 of the war. Italy, neutral first, joined the war in May
 1915. Couperus returned to the Netherlands and
 after a stay of a few months with his sister, he had
 his own house at Hoge Wal nr. 2 from August 1915
 onward. From 1909 Couperus had written a weekly
 'feuilleton' or column in Het Vaderland. From May
 1916 on, he had a weekly article in the rival The
 Hague-based newspaper, Haagsche Post.

 2. An extremely useful tool for research on historical
 film screenings in the Netherlands is the online da
 tabase Cinema Context. See for the presentation of
 the Battle of the Somme at the Palace cinema:
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 http://www.cinemacontext.nl/idA/030770. See also:
 Connie Kristel, 'Propagandaslag. Nederlandse reac
 hes op de Britse film "The Battle of the Somme"
 (1916)', in: Martin Kraayenstein, Paul Schuiten (eds),

 Wankel evenwicht. Neutraal Nederland en de Eerste

 Wereldoorlog (Soesterberg: Aspekt) 2007),
 344-365. Ivo Blom, 'Business as usual. Filmhandel,
 bioscoopwezen en filmpropaganda in Nederland
 tijdens de Eerste Wereldoorlog', in Hans Binneveld
 et al. (eds) Leven naast de cat?strofe. Nederland
 tijdens de Eerste Wereldoorlog (Hilversum: Verloren,
 2001 ), 129-143. See also my book Jean Desmetand
 the Early Dutch Film Trade (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
 University Press, 2003), 278-282, and my chapter
 'Exkurs: Spionage und Propaganda im Ersten

 Weltkrieg. Das Beispiel Niederlande', in Uli Jung,
 Martin Loiperdinger (eds), Geschichte des
 Dokumentarischen Films in Deutschland. 1. Kaiser

 reich 1895-1918 (Stuttgart: Reclam/Haus des
 Dokumentarfilms, 2005), 468-479.

 3. See http://www.cinemacontext.nl/id/V066195

 4. For the film shows at the Familie Bioscoop, see
 http://www.cinemacontext.nl/id/B000138. For those
 at Apollo, see
 http://www.cinemacontext.nl/id/B000118 and those
 at the Japansche Bioscoop see http.7/www. ci ne ma
 context. nl/id/B000143

 5. Aldo Bernardini, Cinema muto italiano. I film "dal vero "

 1895-1914 (Gemona: Cineteca del Friuli, 2002),
 204-208.

 6. 'Stemming op straat', Vaderland, 25 November 1911,
 reprinted in Louis Couperus, Van en over Alies en
 ledereen. Il: Gen?ve, Florence (Amsterdam: Veen,
 1915), 8-14. See also Fr?d?ric Bastet, Louis Coupe
 rus, een biografi? (Amsterdam: Querido, 1987), 402.

 7. Couperus originally mentions the visit in 'Dorian
 Gray', Her Vaderland, 23 December 1911, repub
 lished in Van en over mezelf en anderen 11,1,14-20.
 See also Fr?d?ric Bastet, Louis Couperus, een bi
 ografi?, op. cit., 404.

 8. See http://www.cinemacontext.nl/id/V064752. At the
 Familie Bioscoop, Quo vadis? had been shown two
 weeks from 13 March 1914 on, while Couperus was

 still abroad.

 Seehttp://ww.cinemacontext..nl/id/V067933

 9. See Blom (2003), on the premiere, pp. 227-232, and
 on the reruns, pp. 294-296.

 10. According to the late Fr?d?ric Bastet, no document
 remains that mentions any visit of Couperus to Quo
 vadis?. Fr?d?ric Bastet to the author, 8 June 2007.

 11. The Costanzi is still the main opera house in Rome,
 even if the building was much altered after Couperus'
 years. In the 1910s, the Ballets Russes performed
 there. In the same years, the Futurists had their
 'serate futuriste' here and presented their film Vita

 Futurista.

 12. Louis Couperus, 'De opera', Her Vaderland, 22 April
 1911 (evening edn), 1-2. It was republished in Van
 en over alies en iedereen (1915).

 13. The Dal Verme, still existing, was built as a theatre,
 concert hall and opera house. After years as a cinema
 in the 1930s-1950s and decades of decay, it was
 restored by the RAI and the City in the 1990s and
 reopened in 2001 as a concert hall. See www.dal
 verme.org See also Aldo Bernardini, Vittorio
 Martinelli, // cinema muto italiano, 1913, II (Roma:
 CSC/Nuova Eri, 1994), 175-183. Elevated prices
 elsewhere were also common. The New York Astor

 Theater, another example of a legitimate theatre
 showing the film, ran Quo Vadis? continuously from
 March to December 1913 and seat prices were a
 hefty dollar and a half.

 14. Louis Couperus, 'De cinemat?grafo', Het Vaderland,
 22 April 1911 (evening edn), 1-2. It was republished
 in Van en over alies en iedereen (1915).

 15. Aldo Bernardini, Cinema muto italiano, ?film "dal vero"
 1895-1914, op. cit.

 16. Aldo Bernardini, Vittorio Martinelli, // cinema muto
 italiano. 1911,11 (Roma: CSC/Nuova Eri, 1996), 181.

 17. To express this thought, Couperus uses a meta
 phorical phrase, stating that cinema in the North has
 changed from 'a little chapel into a turtle'.

 18. Louis Couperus, 'Bioscoop', Haagsche Post, 2 De
 cember 1916, republished in Epigrammen, XXXIII

 I (Utrecht/Antwerp: Veen, 1982).

 Abstract: North and South: two early texts about cinema-going by Louis
 Couperus, Translated and introduced by Ivo Blom

 This paper reprints and puts into historical context two contrasting reports of cinema-going by the Dutch
 writer, dandy and Italophile, Louis Couperus. While Couperus in 1911 wrote in denigrating terms about
 visiting an Italian cinema, five years later he praised Italian film shows in comparison with Dutch
 cinema-going. The two texts indicate Couperus' strong opinions on cultural differences between northern

 i and southern Europe, but also show how quickly ideas on movie-going changed over this time.
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